GOVERNMENT OF NAGALAND
DIRECTORATE OF HIGHER EDUCATION
NAGALAND: KOHIMA.


NOTIFICATION TO ALL INSTITUTES AND HOSTEL PROPRIETORS

The Department of Higher Education is hereby serving this notice as the final information to all Institutes that:

1. The Hr.Sc.Schools/Institutions and Colleges that are yet to procure USER ID and PASSWORD are informed to get the same from the Directorate by simply calling the following contact numbers 9856713022, 8794143546 & 9612444549.

2. Those Institutions which are not found in the list of the National Scholarship portal or yet to register are hereby informed to come to the Directorate along with their All India Survey Of Higher Education (AISHE) Certificate/ District Information System For Education (DISE) Code Certificate at the earliest for further necessary incorporation, failing which the Department will not be held responsible.

3. The following are the dates for issue of hostel forms as per District wise.
   Kohima District- 19th to 21st Sept. 2016, Dimapur District-22nd to 26th Sept. 2016,
   Other Districts-27th to 30th Sept. 2016. All the Hostel Proprietors whose original Certificates were submitted for renewal are hereby informed to bring their hostel register to collect hostel forms and renewed certificates.

(KUHOLI CHISHI)
ADDL. DIRECTOR
HIGHER EDUCATION
NAGALAND: KOHIMA
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